
You want the heat pumps in your home to 
give you efficient cooling.  Classic does 

that.  But Classic offers something more:                 
Peace of Mind

Peace of Mind

Quality - guaranteed / Efficiency - guaranteed / Safety - guaranteed

R-410A

Up to 23.5 SEER 

& 10.0 HSPF

Compare applied cost   

of Classic versus 

competitors.           

Classic wins.

Classic heat pump inverter mini-

splits are among the quietest 

available on the planet.  How quiet?  

Our 1 Ton high wall unit produces 

31 decibels in low fan speed 

operation.  How does that compare 

to other sources of sound?

Model

Nominal Capacity 

Cooling/Heating 

(Btu/hour)

SEER/HSPF

MWOHC09S/MROHC09AS 9000/11,500 23.5/10

MWOHC12S/MROHC12AS 11,500/12,000 22/10

MWOHC18S/MROHC18AS 17,500/18,000 21/9.5  

MWOHC24S/MROHC24AS 23,000/24,000 19/9.0

Compressor 

COMPLETELY                   

enclosed by 5/8" 

thick dense 

fiberglass sound 

blanket.  You will not hear the 

compressor in this unit.

Some of Classic’s Industry-Leading features and benefits.

Auto restart provides 

automatic restart randomly 

between 3 and 4 minutes 

after power loss to prevent 

power  surges in your home

Innovative  

protection       

Interface… 

A thermistor

affixed to the 

indoor coil 

constantly 

monitors temperature and protects 

from coil freeze up, dirty filter, or 

loss of charge.

Blower wheels 
are nylon 

impregnated and 
dynamically 
balanced to 

produce silent 
operation
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Gold Fin Coating

Gold-fin coating provides protection                                    
from salt-air environments that’s nearly equal to                           
copper/copper coils and improves heat-pump                 
efficiency by accelerating the defrost process.

Master Distributor for 

North America

www.refricenter.net



Classic Air Conditioners

Model  MWHOC09S/   

MROHC09AS

Classic inverters achieve their set point temperature faster than conventional systems
and after they reach the set point, the RPM’s are adjusted to maintain the

temperature VERY near the set point. 

1. Classic Inverter Technology

2.  Energy Consumption
3.  Conventional Air Conditioners
4. Conventional Energy Consumption
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